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Which of the Phrases (1), (2) (3) and (4) given below each sentence should replace the 
phrases printed in bold in the sentence to make it grammatically correct. If the sentence 

is correct as it is given and no correction is required, mark (5) as the answer. 
Q.1. The world has no grander seaside houses than those of Newport, Rhode Island, where the 

money made in America’s Gilded Age was spent on all kinds of unnecessary architecture. 

1- Gilded Age were spent on all kinds of             2- Gilded Age was spent at all kinds off 

3- Gild aging was spend on all kind of                4- Gilded Age are spending on kinds of 

5- No Correction Required 

Q.2. We have a prime minister who affected to gone after the campaign full of vim and 

vigour, but now seems to recoil from the absolute basics of what electioneering entails. 

1- affected too go into the campaign full of           2- affected to go on the campaign full of 

3- affected to going at the campaign full of            4- affected to be go at the campaign full of 

5- No Correction Required 

Q.3. Council elections are normally a mixed bag, with some comfort for everyone. It are rare 

for the overall narrative at be quite so clear – Labour’s performance in May 2016 was 

intriguingly mixed and productive to analyse. 

1- were rare from the overall narrative to be quite so clear    2- is rare may overall narrative to 

be quite so clear 

3- is rare for the overall narrative to be quite so clear        4- is rare for the too be quieting so 

clearly 

5- No Correction Required 

Q.4. Local results don’t perfectly predict how people will vote in a general election, but it’s 

hardly to be feel optimistic. Looking at national polls, there’s little reason to believe Ukip’s 

wipeout, won’t be repeated at a national level. 

1- but it’s hard to felling optimistic                        2- and it’s hardly to felt optimistic 

3- but it’s hard to feel optimistically                        4- but it’s hard to feel optimistic 

5- No Correction Required 

Answers- Q.1. (5), Q.2. (2), Q.3. (3), Q.4. (4) 

And to practice more online test Visit: https://myshop.mahendras.org 
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